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Editorial Foreword

Ten years since the original State of Australian Cities (SOAC) conference, SOAC 2013 was the largest conference to date, with over 120 papers published as part of these proceedings. All papers presented at the SOAC 2013 and subsequently published as part of the proceedings have been subject to a double-blind refereeing process. All papers have been reviewed at least two referees. In particular, the review process assessed each paper in terms of its policy relevance and the contribution to the conceptual or empirical understanding of Australian cities. The review process ensured the highest academic standards. The Editors wish to thank referees and contributors for their efforts in responding to rigorous publication timelines. The breadth and quality of papers included as part of these proceedings is testament to the strength of Australian urban studies.

Kieran Ganning, Bill Randolph and Nicole Curran
Sydney
19 December 2013

Economy

Sufficiency of Employment Self-Sufficiency Targets in Reducing the Need for Taxis - Presentation
Shane Atkinson and Kristen Althaus

Growth of the Creative Economy in Small Regional Cities: A case study of Bendigo - Presentation
Andrea Mapa and Sue Streten

Selling Newcastle to the World, or to Newcastle? A case study of the office and retail rebranding of Newcastle, NSW
Lucy Craven

The Role for the UPG Project in Australia
Kathryn Davidson

Canberra 2013 Planning and Urban Development Challenges at the Crossroads of the National Capital
Kate Fisher and Jerry Hanlon

Airports Development: Generation Reconsidered of employment growth and in the Sydney airport region 1994–2011 - Presentation
Robert Freestone and Andrew Tate

A City that Makes Things: Reconstituting Manufacturing
Chris Gilson and Andrew Walsh

The Devil is in the Detail: What’s behind manufacturing growth and decline in Melbourne, 2001–2011 - Presentation
Anthony Dart and Kathleen Hunter

Sydney’s Housing Markets During the Global Financial Crisis: An International Comparison - Presentation
Heather Macdonald

What impact does Workforce Accessability have on Housing Prices? Sydney 2008–2011 - Presentation
Heather Macdonald, Alix Peter, Marie de Pedro and H. Yang

Property Tax Reform: A contribution to housing affordability and challenges for government in Australia
Vivien Mayson

Acknowledging Regional City Growth in Western Australia: Evidence and policy approaches - Presentation
Chris McDaniel, David Sassen and Sheree Martin

Housing Markets: Housing Supply Elasticity in Australia: A spatial analysis of housing - Presentation
Ralph E. McGuirk, Anthony Gollan and Jamie Coates

Rural Costs Associated with Different Forms of Urban Development
Martin Gabela

Adjustment to Reversalism: A case of challenging the global economy in the suburbs? - Presentation
Nasrin Farzad

The Urban Boundary: An economic activity perspective of South-East Queensland - Presentation
Lynelle Poulton

Why has Melbourne Cashed the Gap on Sydney Since 2007
Glen David and Kevin O’Connor

Values of Suburban Economic Development: An urban analysis of Sydney’s North West - Presentation
Samantha Shoga and Coby Mead

Corporate Clustering in Australian Cities: An analysis of the geographical distribution of ASX-listed headquarters
Thomas Sigler

Master Planned Towns, Existing Experience, and the Experience Economy - Presentation
Paul SIMPSON

An Open-Source Tool for Identifying Industrial Clusters in a Data-Poor Environment
Stephen Struyk, Jeremy Ooi and Hyun Chen

Topsoil ON: Resident amenity and the changing distribution of household waste disposal in Melbourne - Presentation
Elizabeth Taylor

Liveable Housing Design: Who will take responsibility? - Presentation
Margaret West, Al Pereira and Barbara Adams
A City of Two Cities – patterns of population growth and change in Sydney and Melbourne – Presentation
Sharon Axsen

A Good Place to Raise a Family? Comparing parents’ service provision and media perspectives of the inner and outer suburban areas of Melbourne
Fiona Manders, Sarah Bone-Goffey, Stephanie Kint, Ruth Keil & Julia Shelley

Acknowledging the Health Effects of Poor Quality Housing: Australia’s Hidden Fraction
Emma Becker, Lauren Lester, Andrew Best, Katie Mason and Rebecca Bentley

How Common – Sex, malls and urban parks
Spike Bayster

"We are a family – it makes sense to live together": Multigenerational households in Sydney and Brisbane – Presentation
Heidi Easthope, Lizzy Liv, tin van der Velden & Jessica Loth

If I Come Back in a Few Years and Nothing Has Changed, I’ll be Pissed! Lessons in co-planning with children from the CATERPILLAR Citizen Kid’s Planning Group – Presentation
Amanda Cale, Carolyn Wakeham and Paul Tenbar

Can I Touch This?
Melissa Davison and Helen Sear

How and Why does Community Opposition to Affordable Housing Development Occur? “Unsung development” in Paramatta, NSW
Gelin Donison, Crystal Legay, Edgar Liu, Tin van der Veen and Helen Proctor

Missing Social Interaction and Community Cohesion in a High Density Urban Renewal Area: The case of Granville Square – Presentation
Heidi Easthope and Austin Milbourne

The Role of Fun in City Centre Revitalisation Projects: Chiswick and Bowen
Claire Freeman

The Case of the Coast Coast Coast Coast Coast – Causes, Cases and Consequences – Presentation
Mehdi Ghahremani

Promoting Positive Aging: University campuses as a model – Presentation
TOBY MEYER